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Wall-mounted perforated cubes in a boundary layer: local heat transfer
enhancement and control
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Aerospace Engineering Group, Universidad Carlos III de Madrid, Avenida de la Universidad, 30, 28911, Leganes, Spain

Abstract

A passive convective heat transfer enhancement device based on perforated obstacles is proposed. The perforation
crosses the obstacle from the flow-facing side to the rear side. In this configuration a jet is delivered from the obstacle
perforation, thus changing the topology of the wake behind the obstacle. Measurements of the convective heat transfer
over a flat plate equipped with perforated wall-mounted cubes are carried out using infrared thermography. Flow fields
measurements are performed with Particle Image Velocimetry to address the effect of the perforation (and of the jet
issuing from it) on the wake topology, and on the heat transfer distribution. A modal analysis is carried out with
Proper Orthogonal Decomposition to extract the coherent structures organization and the modifications induced by the
perforation of the obstacle. When comparing the results of the perforated cubes with those of a solid cube, it can be
observed that perforated obstacles offer a simple solution to obtain a localized increase of the convective heat transfer
when the perforation crosses the obstacle creating a jet directed towards the wall. This is obtained at the expenses of a
reduced space-averaged heat transfer rate due to a ’lift-up’ of the recirculation bubble past the obstacle, which postpones
the flow reattachment and reduces the velocity of the reattaching flow. Nevertheless, in case of large perforation angles
(thus jet issuing with larger angle with respect to the streamwise direction) this penalty is significantly reduced, providing
a local gain in terms of heat transfer rate with almost the same overall heat transfer performances as a solid obstacle.
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1. Introduction

The need of cooling objects in compact spaces is fos-
tering the development of advanced heat transfer enhance-
ment strategies since decades. In several fields, such as
electronic packaging and turbomachinery, the cooling ca-5

pabilities are a technology driving factor (see, e.g.[1, 2]).
A common solution to enhance the convective heat

transfer of a main flow parallel to a wall consists of us-
ing vortex generators. The techniques employed to develop
such vortices can be bundled into two main groups, accord-10

ing to the definition by Webb [3]: active and passive heat
transfer enhancement methods. Active heat transfer aug-
mentation refers to mechanisms in which external power is
required. Some common examples are surface or fluid vi-
bration or flow injection. On the other hand, passive meth-15

ods do not require any external source of power: special
surface geometries interact ’passively’ with the flow, en-
hancing the convective heat transfer by promoting the for-
mation of secondary flow structures. There is a wide range
of passive cooling methods; some of the most frequently20

used ones are extended surfaces (such as plain fins), swirl
flow devices or roughness elements. Even though active
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techniques allow for a more effective heat transfer enhance-
ment control, their power requirement and complexity,
compared to passive ones [4], makes the latter still very25

appealing for industrial applications such as turbomachin-
ery cooling.

The inclusion of obstacles and roughness elements is
widely used in industrial applications, both due to the in-
creased surface for heat transfer by convection and for the30

generation of secondary flow structures. The effect on the
heat transfer enhancement produced by obstacles with dif-
ferent geometries such as cubes, cylinders, diamonds and
semi-spheres was studied by Chyu and Natarajan [5]. The
flow around the different obstacles is characterized up-35

stream by a horseshoe vortex, with two legs extending
downstream on each side of it. Downstream of the ob-
stacle the values of the Nusselt number are lower, due to
the formation of a recirculation region immediately down-
stream of the obstacle, followed by the reattachment of40

an impinging flow referred to as arch-shaped vortex. In
[5], the authors conclude that the cube geometry provides
the highest enhancement upstream of the obstacle, which
is due to the presence of a strong secondary vortex em-
bedded underneath the primary horseshoe vortex. How-45

ever, downstream of the cube the augmentation is lower
than in other configurations (such as the cylindrical or the
pyramidal roughness elements). This is due to the flow
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separation, which leads to a strong recirculation zone im-
mediately downstream of the cube, as well as to the weaker50

arch-shaped vortex formed downstream of the cube. The
region downstream of the cube is characterized by a recir-
culation zone with relatively lower heat transfer enhance-
ment, followed by the reattachment region. The reattach-
ment of the separated flow from the top surface occurs at55

a distance of about 2 cube side lengths from the trailing
edge of the obstacle, increasing the local Nusselt number
Nu, as found by Nakamura et al. [6]. Quite similar results
are reported for wall-mounted cylinders by Giordano et al.
[7] who showed that the lenght of the separation region is60

weakly dependent on the cylinder aspect ratio.
In this work, perforated cubes will be used to improve

the convective heat transfer augmentation capabilities of
a simple cubic obstacle. The concept of perforated rough-
ness elements or obstacles is common in the industry: per-65

forated fins, for example, have been found to be more ef-
ficient than solid ones as they not only reduce the flow
blockage but also enhance the convective heat transfer [8].
In essence, square section ribs can be idealized as infinite
cubes, in which the spanwise dimension is much larger than70

the other two. Therefore, a better understanding on the
mechanics of the passive heat transfer enhancement using
a cube as an obstacle can lead to better and more efficient
design for state-of-art cooling systems.

Perforating the cube has two main advantages from the75

viewpoint of heat transfer augmentation. The first advan-
tage is the expected reduction of the negative impact of
the recirculation zone on the convection; additionally, the
maximum Nusselt number attained is expected to be in-
creased with respect to that of the solid cube configuration80

due to ejection of fluid through the obstacle. The latter is
due to the accelerated flow passing through the hole which,
if properly shaped, can act locally as an impinging jet in
the wall region immediately past the obstacle. The perfo-
ration geometry can be used to tune the distance from the85

trailing edge of the obstacle at which the maximum Nu
is attained in the downstream region by means of varying
the angle of the jet. Moreover, the Nusselt number maxi-
mum is dependent on the distance between the nozzle and
the surface [9, 10], hence, different perforation configura-90

tions can result in different Nusselt number distributions.
The assessment of the potential of tuning the local max-
ima of the Nusselt number can open the door for possible
new configurations of cube arrays which may improve the
present configurations [11].95

Jets are usually considered as an active heat transfer
enhancement method [3], and they are widely used as cool-
ing mechanisms in industrial applications such as gas tur-
bines [1]. However, in this case no external power is re-
quired as the jet is passively formed due to the difference100

in pressure between the front face and the recirculation
zone where the jet is exiting out of the perforation in the
cube. Therefore, the beneficial heat transfer aspects of
impinging jets are attained without introducing any other
momentum source into the cooling mechanism.105

a)

65.5 cm

55 cm

b)

Figure 1: Sketch of the experimental setup: a) IR setup for heat
transfer measurements, b) PIV experimental arrangement. IR and
PIV measurements were not performed simultaneously.

In order to address the heat transfer capabilites of per-
forated obstacles, experiments are carried out with In-
frared (IR) thermography [12]. Additionally, Particle Im-
age Velocimetry (PIV, [13]) measurements are performed
to characterize the flow field features related with the heat110

transfer enhancement. The methodology and the experi-
mental setup are described in Sec.2. Proper Orthogonal
Decomposition (POD, [14]) is used to provide a modal de-
composition of the flow field. The results are discussed in
Sec.3. Finally, the conclusions are drawn.115

2. Methodology

The experiments were carried out in the Göttingen
type wind tunnel of the Aerospace Engineering Group at
the Universidad Carlos III de Madrid. The wind tunnel
has a square test section of 0.4 m x 0.4 m with a length120

of 1.5 m; it is capable of reaching a maximum speed of
20 m/s with a streamwise turbulence intensity below 1%
of the freestream velocity. Both IR thermography and
PIV measurements were performed in this work; the ex-
perimental setups are sketched in Figure 1.125

A splitter plate with a thickness of 10 mm and located
at a distance of 0.1 m from the wind tunnel floor was used
in the present experimental campaign. In order to obtain
a fully developed turbulent boundary layer, a turbulator
strip with a height of a 2.4 mm was placed 75 mm down-130

stream of the leading edge. The boundary layer thick-
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Table 1: Perforation geometries defined by their non-dimensional inlet (zin/L) and outlet height (zout/L)

Configuration Baseline 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
zin/L - 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.75 0.75 0.75
zout/L - 0.25 0.50 0.75 0.25 0.50 0.75 0.25 0.50 0.75

Flow

y x

z

z

z
in

out

Figure 2: Sketch of the wall mounted perforated cube.

ness δ99 (here defined as the position at which 99% of the
freestream speed is attained) on the plate without cubes
was characterized using PIV and was determined to be of
4.4 cm at the point were the cubes were placed. The diag-135

nostic plot approach was used to assess that the boundary
layer approaching the obstacles is not reminiscent of the
inflow conditions [15].

The perforated obstacles, sketched in Figure 2, have a
base cubical shape with a 10 mm side length L. Hence,140

their height is approximately a quarter of the local bound-
ary layer thickness (L/δ99 ≈ 0.23). A single cube was
mounted over the printed circuit board (PCB), parallel to
the incoming flow.A 90o bracket was used together with a
level when placing the cube in order to ensure a 0o angle145

of attack. The solid cube is considered as a baseline con-
figuration to compare the performances of the perforated
cubes. Nine different straight perforations, described in
Table 1, were analyzed: inlet and outlet exit perforations
of 2.5 mm diameter were performed at locations zin and150

zout equal to 0.25L, 0.5L and 0.75L, respectively. The
perforated cubes have been manufactured by means of a
ZCORP 650 3D Printer.

The free stream velocity U∞ is set to 7.2 m/s for all the
cases studied here. This allowed to obtain a local Reynolds155

number (Re) over the cube equal to 4600 (Re = U∞L/ν,
where ν is the fluid kinematic viscosity).

A PCB as the one used in [16] is flash-mounted into the
flat plate at a distance of 655 mm downstream of the lead-
ing edge. The obstacle is located at 50 mm downstream160

of the upstream edge of the PCB. The PCB is glued to
the plate at its edges. There is a thin air gap of 2 mm be-
tween the rear part of the circuit substrate and the plate.
The PCB has a nominal resistance of 25.5 Ω, a circuit area
APCB of 150 x 150 mm2 and a thickness of 0.5 mm. A165

stabilized power supply is used to provide a constant volt-
age V and current I, which allow to have a constant heat
flux due to the Joule effect (q′′j = V I/APCB); then the

PCB is cooled by convective heat transfer. In order to ob-
tain the Nusselt number distribution, the convective heat170

transfer coefficient (h, Equation 1) is estimated through
an energy balance, modeling the PCB as a heated thin foil
sensor [12]:

h =
q′′j − q′′r − q′′k
Tw − Taw

; (1)

where Tw is the surface temperature of the PCB, Taw175

is the adiabatic wall temperature, q′′r is the radiation heat
flux and q′′k is the tangential conduction flux through the
PCB. Heat flux losses on the rear side of the PCB were
minimized thanks to the presence of the thin air gap be-
tween the PCB and the plate. These losses due to nat-180

ural convection within the 2 mm deep cavity were es-
timated to be below 1% of the convetive heat transfer
using correlations for natural convection into rectangu-
lar cavities [17]. Natural convection losses on the flow-
facing side were neglected since Gr/Re2 << 1 (with Gr =185

gβ(Tw − Taw)L3/ν2 is the Grashoff number, being β the
volumetric thermal expansion coefficient and g the gravity
acceleration). The radiative heat flux is estimated under
the assumption that the environment behaves as a black-
body with temperature equal to the free stream one T∞.190

q′′r = σε(T 4
w − T 4

∞) (2)

where σ is the Stefan-Boltzmann’s constant and ε is
the emissivity of the PCB surface.

Tangential conduction losses through the plate are found
to be very small (below 2%) and are estimated according195

to Equation 3.

q′′k = kt

(
δ2T

δx2
+
δ2T

δy2

)
(3)

where k and t are the thermal conductivity and the thick-
ness of the printed circuit board, respectively.

In order to estimate the convective heat transfer coef-200

ficient from Equation 1, the surface temperature distribu-
tion is required. The temperature measurements are per-
formed with a FLIR SC4000 IR camera (320 × 256 focal
plane array elements, noise equivalent temperature differ-
ence equal to 20mK), capturing images at a frequency of205

10 Hz with a spatial resolution of 18 pixels/L. One of the
lateral walls of the test section was modified to provide
optical access through a CaF2 window. In order to im-
prove the accuracy of IR measurements the PCB is coated
with a thin layer of high-emissivity paint, with ε equal210

to 0.95. The value of Tw − Taw was computed from two
different measurement runs, and the typical value of ∆T
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Figure 3: Flowchart of the experimental procedure followed to de-
termine Nu from the IR measurements.

Table 2: Table of uncertainties
Parameter Uncertainty

Tw 0.1 K
Taw 0.1 K
T∞ 0.1 K
APCB 0.1 %
L 0.1 %
I 0.2 %
V 0.2 %
ε 1 %
kair 0.2 %
q′′k 10 %

was determined to be 25 K. Taw is obtained as the mean
of 1000 images acquired with q′′j = 0; Tw is the mean
of 3000 images acquired with the power supply turned215

on. The flowchart of the procedure to calculate the con-
vective heat transfer coefficient is sketched in Figure 3.
The convective heat transfer coefficient distribution is ex-
pressed in non-dimensional form in terms of Nusselt num-
ber (Nu = hL/kair). The experimental uncertainties asso-220

ciated with the measurements were determined through an
approach based on a Monte Carlo simulation [18], assum-
ing random errors using the uncertainty values reported in
Table 2. The uncertainty on the local Nu is found to be of
±4.4%. It has to be highlighted here that this uncertainty225

includes both random and bias error sources. Bias error
sources are in common amongst all the measurements per-
formed with the same setup; consequently it is reasonable
to assume a smaller uncertainty when estimating the differ-
ences between the results from several experiments (from230

the current setup). The accuracy of the Nu values mea-
sured was checked by comparing them to those obtained
by Nakamura et al. [6] at matched Reynolds number, ob-
serving a good agreement in the results for the solid cube.
The small discrepancies (within 10%) can be addressed to235

the different L/δ99 (equal to about 2/3 in [6], against 0.23
in this study).

The flow fields of the baseline configuration, and for the
cubes with holes with inlet and outlet location at zin/L =

0.50 - zout/L = 0.25 and zin/L = 0.75 - zout/L = 0.25,240

respectively, have been investigated with PIV. The mea-
surements have been performed in the plane y = 0 as
sketched in Figure 1 b). The experimental setup is es-
sentially the same as that described in [19]. A dual cavity
Nd:Yag Quantel Evergreen laser is used in order to illumi-245

nate the Di-Ethyl-Hexyl-Sebacate seeding particles. The
recording device is an Andor sCMOS camera, equipped
with a lens with 100 mm focal length and using an f/#
number equal to 11. Images were recorded with a spa-
tial resolution of 48 pixels/mm. Sets of 1000 images have250

been captured for the 3 test cases. The raw images were
preprocessed to remove the background due to the strong
reflections using the eigenbackground removal procedure
proposed in [20]. The PIV processing to calculate the
velocity fields is performed using a custom-made multi-255

pass image deformation algorithm [21], implemented by
the Thermo-Fluid Dynamics Group of the University of
Naples Federico II. The algorithm includes advanced inter-
polation schemes and weighting windows to improve the
spatial resolution and precision of the process [22, 23]. The260

PIV interrogation process had a final interrogation window
size of 64 pixels with 75% overlap resulting in 30 vectors/L.

2.1. POD analysis

A Proper Orthogonal Decomposition analysis is car-
ried out in order to extract information on the coherent265

turbulent structures in the wake of the obstacles. The
POD modes are sorted in terms of their contribution to
the total turbulent kinetic energy, consequently allowing
to estimate the relative importance of coherent structures
in the flow. In particular, the snapshot method [24] has270

been used for the purpose of the present study.
The POD procedure is briefly outlined in the following

lines. For a detailed description, please refer to [14, 25]. A
flow field F is decomposed into a time averaged component
F̄ (x) and a fluctuating component f(x, t):275

F (x, t) = F̄ (x) + f(x, t) (4)

where F can be referred, without any loss of general-
ity to the streamwise component U of the velocity or to
the in-plane perpendicular velocity component V . Lower
case letters indicate fluctuations, while upper case letters280

with overbars indicate the average field. The maps of the
fluctuating velocity fields (having np points) have to be
rearranged into snapshot vectors u(t) and v(t) (of length
np). The available nt snapshot vectors can be further re-
arranged in snapshot matrices U and V whose rows are the285

nt snapshot vectors.
The temporal correlation matrix is formed as follows:

C = U U ′ + V V ′ (5)

with the apex ′ indicating the matrix transpose. Solving
the eigenvalue problem of the correlation matrix C allows290

to extract its left and right eigenvectors and its eigenvalues.

C = Ψ Λ Ψ′ (6)
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The eigenvectors of C are a basis in the nt vector space,
each one associated to a certain turbulent kinetic energy
(equal to the corresponding diagonal element of Λ). The295

left eigenvectors of C can be used to project the snapshot
matrices U and V, obtaining the spatial modes of stream-
wise and wall-normal velocity components.

3. Results

3.1. Perforation geometry effect on Nu300

The Nusselt number distribution in the wake of the
obstacles is presented in the form of contour maps in Fig-
ure 4. In all the tested configurations the footprint of the
horseshoe vortex upstream of the obstacle is clearly visible
as a region with strong local heat transfer rate. The heat305

transfer peak is reduced in case of perforated obstacles
with small perforation height (see for instance the three
cases with zin/L = 0.25), while it converges to the value
of the single cubes as the distance of the hole from the wall
is increased.310

A protracted wake region downstream of the obstacle
with higher heat transfer rate (if compared to the undis-
turbed boundary layer) is observed. Comparing the differ-
ent perforation configurations to the baseline case (solid
cube with no perforation), it is clear that the configura-315

tions in which the perforation creates an impinging jet
increase the maximum Nu encountered downstream of the
obstacle. Such configurations correspond to those in which
the exit height of the perforation is lower than the inlet
one; namely configurations 4, 7 and 8.320

The maximum Nusselt number is affected by the dis-
tance traveled by the fluid from the exit of the perforation,
agreeing with the well-known behaviour of impinging jets
[9, 10]. The values of the maximum Nusselt number at-
tained in all the tested configuration are reported in Table325

3. The relative improvement with respect to the baseline
configuration shows that the configurations 4 and 7 are
the most performing in terms of local maximum Nusselt
number. As expected, the highest Numax downstream is
encountered in case 7 (zin/L = 0.75 - zout/L = 0.25) due330

to the fact that this configuration has not only the lowest
exit height available, but also the steepest perforation an-
gle (26.5o). This configuration determines a strong local
peak of the Nusselt number.

In order to illustrate the previously mentioned corre-335

lation between exit height and distance traveled by the
jet with the heat transfer augmentation, it is interesting
to compare the configurations 4 and 8 (zin/L = 0.50 -
zout/L = 0.25 and zin/L = 0.75 - zout/L = 0.50, respec-
tively). The latter reaches a maximum Nusselt number of340

26.2 at around x/L = 0.5 from the downstream face of
the cube, whereas the former reaches Nu = 27.4. Both
configurations have the same perforation angle of 14o, but
the different height of the obstacle outflow determines a
shorter distance to the impingement point for configura-345

tion 4 (zin/L = 0.50 - zout/L = 0.25). For configurations

Table 3: Local downstream Numax values for each configuration,
and relative improvement in percentage with respect to the baseline
case.

Configuration Numax
Baseline 26.2 −
1 23.9 −8.8%
2 24.9 −8.8%
3 24.4 −5.0%
4 27.4 4.6%
5 24.3 −7.3%
6 24.0 −8.4%
7 32.5 24.0%
8 26.2 0.0%
9 24.5 −6.5%

4 and 8, the corresponding impingement point is located
at about 4 diameters and 8 diameters from the nozzle exit,
respectively. For turbulent wall-normal impinging jets, the
jet arrival velocity is larger for the case of a nozzle to plate350

distance of 4 diameters than at 8 diameters while the stag-
nation point Nusselt number depends on the turbulence
intensity in the jet [9, 10]. In case of large turbulence in-
tensity within the jet, the heat transfer rate tends to be
larger at smaller nozzle to plate distances (see e.g. the jets355

with fractal grids by [26]).This consideration, in general,
should not be straightforwardly applied to the jet issued
from the perforation, which has Re ≈ o(1000). Addition-
ally, the configuration here is quite different (the jets are
issuing in angled impingement configuration, and are de-360

livered within a recirculation bubble). Considering that
the inflow is immersed in a turbulent boundary layer, the
jet issued from the perforation is likely to experience strong
velocity fluctuations in time. This picture is further sub-
stantiated by the velocity field measurements, which will365

be discussed in Sec. 3.2. The observed overall behaviour
thus seems compatible with the trend reported in the lit-
erature for jets with high incoming turbulence intensity.

In order to assess the overall performances of each of
the configurations, the convective heat transfer rate was370

averaged over 4 different regions for each of the configu-
rations (as sketched in Figure 5). The schematic also in-
cludes the typical thermal footprint observed in Figure 4
in order to provide a straightforward interpretation of the
meaning of the cooling performances in each of these re-375

gions. The integration areas span from y/L = (−1.5, 1.5)
(where y is the spanwise coordinate) and extend in the
streamwise direction from the trailing edge of the obsta-
cle up to 4 heights behind it, in steps of one height. The
results are reported in Table 4.380

The solid cube has overall the best averaged convective
heat transfer capabilities. Among the perforated cubes,
the configurations 4 and 7 approach similar averaged val-
ues, as the reduction in the mean Nu is only by approx-
imately 8.4% and 3% respectively in the region spanning385

from the trailing edge of the obstacle up to 3 heights be-
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Figure 4: Nusselt number contour maps on the wall with the different obstacle configurations. The cubes planform is shown in white color.
Areas around the cube in which the heat transfer measurements are not reliable due to the cube presence (spurious tangential conduction,
poor image quality) are blanked in blue color.

hind it, or by 6.1% and 1.3% if a region of only 2 heights is
considered. The configuration 7, zin/L = 0.75 - zout/L =
0.25 reaches larger averaged Nusselt number in the region
up to 1 heights past the cube than the solid cube case.390

The Nusselt number spatial distributions allow to iden-
tify the changes introduced by the jet issued from the per-
foration of the obstacles, and the relative improvements
in terms of heat transfer enhancement when compared to

6



Figure 5: Regions of area-average of Nu. A schematic view of the typical footprint of the obstacle wake is included for reference.

Table 4: Average Nu downstream of the obstacles

Region \Cube Config. Baseline 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
N̄u from T.E. to x/L = 1 24.4 22.0 22.9 22.6 23.9 22.4 22.4 25.5 23.9 22.8
N̄u from T.E. to x/L = 2 24.2 21.6 22.5 22.3 22.7 21.8 22.1 23.9 23.0 22.5
N̄u from T.E. to x/L = 3 23.8 21.1 21.9 21.9 21.8 21.2 21.6 23.1 22.2 21.9
N̄u from T.E. to x/L = 4 23.3 20.6 21.3 21.3 21.1 20.5 21.0 22.5 21.6 21.3

the baseline case. The impinging jet produced by the per-395

foration has two main effects on the wall convective heat
transfer. Firstly, the local minimum of the convective heat
transfer corresponding to the recirculation region down-
stream of the obstacle is eliminated by the presence of
the jet, which introduces an increase in flow momentum,400

enhancing the scalar transport and hence the convective
heat transfer. Secondly, as mentioned before, a region
of maximum Nu appears around the point of impact of
the impinging jet. For the zin/L = 0.75 - zout/L = 0.25
case, Numax = 32.5 which is a value comparable to those405

obtained in the upstream region, and represents a 24.0%
increase when compared to the solid cube configuration
(Numax = 26.2). In the case of the zin/L = 0.50 -
zout/L = 0.25 perforation, the enhancement is smaller
(Numax=27.4, 4.6% increase). The lower increment in Nu410

for configuration 4 with respect to configuration 7 might
be ascribed to the effect of the smaller impingement angle,
which results in a smaller wall-normal momentum. This
fact becomes apparent if the Numax region is located for
each of the cases: in the former, this region is located415

immediately downstream of the obstacle, whereas in the
second case it is encountered downstream at a distance of
half-height from the trailing edge of the cube. These find-
ings pave the way to a passive control of the location of
the maximum Nu region by varying the angle of the per-420

foration, effectively changing the point of impingement of
the jet. This control ability can have a clear application
in electronic packaging [27], since it allows to concentrate
the convective heat augmentation capabilities, increasing
them, in critical zones where the need for dissipating heat425

is larger (i.e. at the point where a microchip is located).

3.2. Effect of the jet on the obstacle’s wake and convective
heat transfer augmentation capabilities

In this section the focus is on three configurations: the
solid cube and cases 4 and 7, which have shown to be430

the most effective configurations in terms of heat transfer
capabilities. Figure 6 shows contour maps of the time-
average streamwise velocity, U , with superimposed veloc-
ity vectors. The velocity vectors have been downsampled
by a factor of 3 for clarity. As described by [6], the front435

face has the highest positive pressure coefficient, whereas
the back side of the obstacle has a negative pressure co-
efficient due to flow separation. This pressure difference
drives the flow passing through the cube, which then im-
pinges on the PCB surface. The jet maximum speed is440

comparable to that of the freestream, thus it has a much
larger velocity than the recirculating flow surrounding it.
As it travels towards the PCB, the jet mixes with the
slower surrounding flow, thus reducing its velocity owing
to momentum conservation. This further stresses the need445

of having a steep angle of perforation in order to minimize
the loss of velocity of the impinging jet.

The lower overall averaged Nu of the perforated con-
figurations when compared to the baseline case can also
be explained by observing the mean streamwise velocity450

contour maps. The jet lifts the recirculation bubble in the
separated region. This has a positive impact in terms of
local heat transfer rate due to the presence of the imping-
ing jet instead of a low momentum recirculation region.
This explains the higher average Nu obtained in the re-455

gion extending up to one height behind the obstacle in
the case of zin/L = 0.75 - zout/L = 0.25 (case 7). How-
ever, lifting the recirculating bubble has a negative impact
on the reattachment of the separated flow passing on top
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Figure 6: Mean streamwise velocity (Ū) field in the x = 0 plane obtained using PIV for a) the solid cube, b) Case 4 (zin/L = 0.50 -
zout/L = 0.25) and c) Case 7 (zin/L = 0.75 - zout/L = 0.25). The arrows represent the mean velocity vectors. For clarity an arrow each 3
grid points is included.

of the obstacle: the reattachment location is indeed post-460

poned further downstream. Consequently, the reattached
flow has a lower streamwise velocity than in the solid cube
case, thus resulting in a lower average Nu downstream of
the obstacle. Comparing the mean velocity fields of cases
4 and 7 it is clear that as the jet comes out at an angle465

from the obstacle, it is effectively tilting the recirculating
bubble. As configuration 7 has a steeper angle, this effect
is stronger, thus the flow reattaches more rapidly with re-
spect to case 4. This results in a lower averaged Nu for
case 4 downstream of the obstacle when compared to case470

7, as it can be checked in Table 4.
Boundary layer statistics have been extracted to fur-

ther analyze the effect of the perforation of the obstacle
on the flow field. The profiles are scaled in outer vari-
ables, i.e. using the boundary layer thickness δ99 where475

99% of the freestream velocity is achieved, indicated with
Uδ99 . The normalized streamwise velocity defect and nor-
mal Reynolds stress in four different regions are shown in
Figure 7. The wall-normal profiles are obtained after av-
eraging along the streamwise directions in intervals with480

width equal to one cube height. It is clear that the perfora-
tion has negligible effects on the boundary layer upstream

of the obstacle. Figure refBLstatsb) shows the increase in
the streamwise normal Reynolds stress due to the jet issu-
ing from the obstacle. The jet reduces the velocity defect485

close to the wall if compared to the solid cube. On the
downside, the recirculation bubble is stretchted due to the
interaction with the jet. The presence of the jet results in
a pressure increase in the region behind the obstacle, re-
ducing the suction responsible of the reattachment of the490

flow. This result can be further qualitatively explained
if comparing the flow behaviour of the backward facing
step flow with respect to the wake of a bluff body. The
wake is generally characterized by a von Kármán shedding,
which has a longer wavelength than the Kelvin-Helmholtz495

instability characteristic of the separated shear layer of
a backward facing step. Clearly this is a simplistic pic-
ture, considering that the flow field under investigation is
strongly three-dimensional.

The configuration with the steepest jet angle (case 7)500

has the highest turbulence intensity in this region imme-
diately past the cube. Further downstream, in the areas
encompassed between 1 and 3 heights past the obstacle,
the streamwise Reynolds stress is smeared out and the ve-
locity defect due to the recirculation bubble protraction is505
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significantly reduced, thus suggesting a lower drag of per-
forated cubes. It is interesting to note that the streamwise
Reynolds stress peak is slightly reduced in intensity and
displaced to a larger distance from the wall when using
perforated obstacles. This reduction in turbulence inten-510

sity close to the wall is responsible for a lower average Nu
in those regions and it is a consequence of the interac-
tion between the jet and the recirculation bubble, which,
due to the stretching of the latter, results in a decrease of
the impinging velocity of the reattaching flow at the reat-515

tachment point, and in a downstream displacement of the
reattachment point itself.

The eigenspectrum obtained from the POD analysis
is plotted in Figure 8. The singular values represent the
contribution of each mode in building the turbulent kinetic520

energy. The most relevant difference is observed in the first
3 modes; in the case of the solid cube, modes 2 and 3 have
a similar energy content, thus providing hints of a strong
coupling between these two modes. This is confirmed when
observing the spatial modes topology. The first four spa-525

tial modes of the streamwise velocity component are shown
in Figure 9. The effect of introducing a perforation in the
obstacle is quite clear when observing the first mode. This
mode accounts for 8% of the total kinetic energy (the next
mode relative weight goes down to around 4.5 to 5.4% de-530

pending on the case in hand), almost independently on the
analyzed case. For the solid cube, this mode is composed
by the structure formed by the shear layer and the recir-
culation zone past the obstacle. Thus, it is clear that the
recirculation and the shedding within the shear layer are535

coupled in this case. In the case of perforated obstacles,
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Figure 8: Relative weight of each of the modes for the solid cube,
case 4 and case 7.

the shear layer on top of the cube and the recirculation
bubble are stretched along the streamwise direction and
the jet appears clearly in the first mode, thus supporting
the scenario of a strong interaction with the recirculation540

bubble and the reattaching flow. Moreover, a secondary
effect of the jet is also seen in Figure 9: the second and the
third mode of the perforated cubes are similar, although
referring to structures shifted away from the wall, with re-
spect to the second mode of the solid cube. This mode545

is a representation of the shedding in the wake of the ob-
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stacles. The wake-generated vortices, however, are lifted
away from the wall in the case of the perforated obsta-
cles. Furthermore, their intensity and the domain that is
affected by them is reduced due to the presence of the jet.550

The same holds for the fourth mode which represents a
flapping motion of the shed vortices and appears to be in-
fluenced by a jet flapping nearby the wall downstream of
the perforated cubes.

4. Conclusions555

Experimental measurements of the convective heat trans-
fer of wall-mounted cubic obstacles immersed in a turbu-
lent boundary layer have been carried out. Perforated ob-
stacles have been tested to assess the effect of different per-
foration geometries on the heat transfer and on the flow560

field organization. The results show that the best heat
transfer performances are achieved when the flow pass-
ing through the perforation of the obstacles is directed
towards the wall, i.e. when the exit height is smaller than
the entry height. In this case an impinging jet is created,565
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which determines a local peak of the heat transfer rate
right downstream of the obstacle, as well as an elongation
of the recirculation region past of it.

It has been demonstrated that a small distance between
the jet issued from the perforation and the impinged sur-570

face is desirable, as well as a large impingement angle (as
close as possible to the condition of a jet perpendicular to
the surface). These two conditions create a zone of maxi-
mum Nu very close to the obstacle, reducing the negative
effects of the recirculation bubble which is formed behind575

the solid obstacle. The recirculation bubble is not elimi-
nated by the jet, but simply ’lifted’ from the surface. Due
to this lifting, the shedding layer created from the separa-
tion at the cube’s top face reattached further downstream
if compared to the solid obstacle, thus resulting in smaller580

area-averaged heat transfer rate. The impinging angle of
the jet plays a key role in this direction. Increasing the
impinging angle (i.e. jet closer to be perpendicular to the
wall) tilts the recirculating bubble, reducing its streamwise
extent and promoting the earlier reattachment of the flow585

when compared to cases with lower jet angle.
The reduction in terms of average Nusselt number (when

compared to the solid cube case) are found to be quite low
when using the highest angle and smallest jet-to-wall dis-
tance (as small as a 3% reduction in an area spanning up590

to three heights downstream of the cube). This configura-
tion increased the local maximum Nusselt number by more
than 20%, with this value attained at a tunable location
behind the cube. This location is indeed dependent on
the perforation geometry, hence, allowing for heat trans-595

fer enhancement control opportunities: depending on the
application, different perforation geometries could be used
in order to locally optimize the cooling.
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